Reproducibility of time-domain and three different frequency-domain techniques for the analysis of the signal-averaged electrocardiogram.
Because time-domain (TD) analysis of the signal-averaged ECG (SAECG) has some limitations that limit its use, several frequency-domain analysis techniques were developed in an attempt to improve the diagnostic ability of the SAECG. However, it is not known how reliable these techniques are at detecting late potentials. This prospective study compares the short-term reproducibility of 4 analysis techniques: TD analysis, spectral temporal mapping (STM), spectral turbulence analysis (STA), and acceleration spectrum analysis (ASA), in a large series of normal patients and post-myocardial infarction (MI) patients. Two consecutive SAECGs were recorded in 634 patients that were divided into 3 groups: 117 remote MI patients undergoing programmed electrical stimulation for the inducibility of ventricular tachycardia (Group 1), 407 consecutive acute MI survivors (Group 2), and in 110 healthy volunteers (Group 3). The diagnostic reproducibility of the 4 techniques was evaluated by comparing rates of inconsistent results (1 normal and the other abnormal). The numeric reproducibility for each technique was assessed by comparing the normalized differences of each single SAECG parameter between the 2 recordings. Inconsistent results of diagnostic reproducibility were observed in 4.1%, 6.9%, 9.8%, and 18.0%, with TD, STA, ASA, and STM, respectively. Comparisons of these rates were significantly different (P < .05) except between STA and ASA (P = .07). The numeric reproducibility was highest for TD parameters, lowest for STM factors of normality, and intermediate for STA and ASA indices. TD analysis remains the most reproducible SAECG analysis technique, whereas STM showed the worst reproducibility, which limits its clinical applicability. STA and ASA provide an acceptable intermediate reproducibility, the former being slightly, although not significantly, more reproducible than the latter.